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Abstract

In the recent years new protocols and algorithms have been proposed to guarantee performance and

reliability in exchanging data in real-time communication networks, and new services have been presented

to allow cooperative office work, distributed conferencing, etc. Less attention has been paid to how appli-

cations and, more generally, clients of real-time communication services can interact with the network in

order to specify and negotiate the quality-of-service of a connection. We believe that this problem is going

to become a key issue for the success of future distributed systems, since it affects both client and network

performances. In this paper we present a new mechanism for the establishment of real-time connections in

a quality-of-service network developed for the Tenet real-time protocol suite. By improving the informa-

tion exchanged between the network and the clients, the model allows to reduce the complexity and the

time required to establish a real-time connection, and increases the network utilization. Additionally, we

introduced a new class of real-time communication service to support adaptive quality-of-service, in order

to enhance the possibilities of the network to face congestion situations.
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1. Introduction

The number of applications that require a distributed computing system is increas-

ing. In the case of large numerical computations, for example, the need for accessing

higher computing power requires that a large number of computers can communicate and

cooperate through a high-bandwidth communication system [BaST89]. In the same way,

the success of multimedia services such as remote collaborative work and teleconferenc-

ing relies essentially on the availability of an efficient network [LiGh90]. Efficiency is

generally measured in terms of communication bandwidth, reliability, and delay. In par-

ticular, limitation and control of delay seem to be the main issues for all the problems

requiring real-time data communication.

Several protocols have been presented in literature that allow a client to attain from

a distributed system a service with guaranteed performance for what concerns communi-

cation [FeVe90, Zhan91, Topo90, AnHS90]. From a general point of view, the solutions

proposed are characterized by a model in which communication is realized by means of a

channel abstraction. The establishment of a channel and the data transmission through it

are controlled by the network by imposing limitation on the throughput and/or introduc-

ing an admission policy. If the communication support provided by the network is not a

best-effort service but it is able to assure quality-of-service, the general form of the

interaction between the client and the network necessitates an establishment phase, in

which the client requests the network a connection characterized by some performance

requirements and the network verifies whether this request can be accommodated

[Ferr88]. In the Tenet real-time protocol suite [FeVe90, Ferr92], this phase can be sum-

marized in the following steps:

1) The client determines the values of the communication parameters characterizing a

connection to be established with one or more destination nodes. The client is

presumed not to have, in general, any previous information on the network state.

2) The network receives the request and evaluates it. This evaluation is not centralized

in a particular node, but it is performed by submitting the request to each node on

the path selected between the source and the destination. If in a node are available

sufficient processing power and resources to accept the new connection without

compromising the performance of the already existing channels, an adequate

amount of resources is conditionally reserved.

3) The request proceeds toward the destination until one of the following cases hap-

pens: (i) one of the nodes along the path cannot accommodate the new channel, (ii)

the destination is reached. In the first case an answer is elaborated by that node,

stating the rejection of the request. In the second case, some final tests are executed
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at the destination.

4) Starting from the last node reached, an answer message proceeds backward to the

requesting host, following the same path of the request message. If the answer con-

tains a rejection message, the resources tentatively reserved are released, otherwise

they are confirmed and the channel is established.

In general, it is assumed that the client should proceed following a converging algo-

rithm. First the client sends a request for a channel which will best fit his traffic and per-

formance requirements. Then the network replies with an accepted or a rejected message.

If the request has been refused, then the client has two possibilities; the first one is to

repeat the same request until it will be accepted. In addition to generate a flood of estab-

lishment related traffic on the network, this solution causes a waste of time and comput-

ing resources for the client, which periodically has to submit the request, and for the net-

work, which has to accommodate it. Since rejections of channel establishments are most

likely to happen during periods of network congestion, this procedure seems to be partic-

ularly inappropriate. The second possibility is that the client modifies the request, if this

is feasible, by changing the value of some communication requirements and submits it

again to the network. This solution appears to be more logical than the first one; how-

ever, in the existing real-time protocols a client receives no or little information from a

rejection message. Consequently, the preparation of a second "guess" cannot take advan-

tage of it.

In this paper we present a new model for the interaction between a network provid-

ing quality-of-service communication and a client who wants to implement distributed

applications with guaranteed performance. We propose three major mechanisms to

enhance the utilization of the network resources, increase the number of channel success-

fully established in the network, and reduce the time required for the establishment. The

mechanisms are: i) improve the information given to clients by the network when a chan-

nel request is rejected; ii) modify the channel establishment algorithm; iii) introduce a

new class of guaranteed communication service.

2. The real-time network model

The model of network we assume is the one presented in [Ferr92]. In this model, a

client asks the network for the establishment of a connection between the source and the

destination nodes on which data will be routed in form of packets. The communication

service offered to the client is a real-time service, in the sense that the performance of

each connection should conform to the requirements expressed by the client when the
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service establishment is negotiated. These requirements are expressed with two sets of

parameters.

The first set can be defined a throughput pledge. It includes the minimum interar-

rival times for the transmitted packets, x min , the minimum value of the average packet

interarrival time, xave , and the interval I on which these value have been computed. By

giving these parameters to the network, the client communicates the characteristics of his

traffic and his pledge to conform to them for all the duration of the communication.

The second set contains the performance requirements. These requirements are

expressed in terms of transmission delay and reliability. The first type of requirement can

consist of an absolute bound on the source-destination transmission delay, D max . In this

case the channel is called deterministic; if a deterministic channel j established, in each

node n the packets on the channel will be subjected to a maximum delay dj ,n computed

at the end of the establishment phase. Alternatively, a requirement on the expected delay

can be expressed in terms of a maximum value D max to be satisfied by the packets with a

probability greater than or equal to a value Z min (statistical channel). Or can be

expressed in terms of a limit J max on the variance, or jitter, of a delay with a maximum

value of D max (bounded-jitter channel).

The reliability of a channel is specified in probabilistic terms. In particular the client

specifies a probabilistic bound W min on the losses of packets in the network1. If this

bound is set equal to 1, the network is required to guarantee no losses during the service.

The establishment of a channel with guaranteed performances is assured only if the

network is able to respect the expected figures. This is verified by executing a group of

tests, a detailed description of which can be found in [FeVe90, Ferr92]. The main goal of

these tests is to verify that each node on the path has enough resources to allow the

respect of the expected performances without jeopardizing the already existing channels.

Two of these tests are performed in the intermediate nodes along the channel path, and

one is executed at the destination.

The first test is called deterministic and consists in verifying that the node has

enough processing power to accommodate the new channel. This control is executed in

the worst possible load condition, i.e. when all the channels are sending packets at the

maximum rate. If t j is the service time required to process packets from deterministic
� ���������������������������

1 For the sake of brevity, in this paper we will consider only deterministic channels and the related ad-
mission control procedure. This limitation, however, does not affect the validity of our proposal for the
complete Tenet protocol suite.
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channel j , the condition is that in node n

j
Σ xmin ,j

t j
� ��������� ≤ 1 (1)

where the sum is extended to all the channels passing through that node, including the

new one.

The second test to be performed in the nodes is the delay bound test. It is required to

evaluate the minimum delay to be assigned to each channel in order to have enough time

to serve all the channels passing for that node. Channels already established are divided

into two sets, U and V ; a channel j is included in set U if its local delay bound dj ,n is

lower than the sum of the service time of all the channels. A lower bound dj ,n
l for the

minimum delay is given by

dj ,n
l =

i =1
Σ
j

ti ,n + T (2)

where T is the largest service time for the channels in the set V . Condition (2) must be

verified for all the channels included in the set U . This value is included in the establish-

ment message and will be used by the destination in the final part of the establishment

phase to evaluate the delay dj ,n to be assigned to that node for the new channel.

When the establishment message reaches the destination node, it must be verified

that the sum of the lower bounds dj ,n
l computed in each node for the delay is compatible

with the value Dmax ,j requested by the client for channel j :

Dmax ,j ≥
n =1
Σ
N

dj ,n
l (3)

where the sum is extended to all the N nodes traversed by the channel.

Finally, if test (3) is passed, the values to be assigned in each node to the delay and

the delay probability are computed and communicated to the nodes in the message sent

back to the source to confirm the establishment of the channel.

3. The client-network interaction

A complete suite of real-time communication protocols has been developed on the

model we presented above [Lowe91, VeZh91, MoWo91]. In particular, the procedures

for the establishment and the management of the channels are included in the Real-Time

Channel Administration Protocol (RCAP) [BaMa91]. The algorithm implemented by

RCAP to establish a channel is briefly presented in Fig. 1.
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test = OK

node = origin

request_message = parameter_list

while (node != destination) && (test == OK)

do

test = compute_local_tests(request_message)

node = succ(node)

done

if test != OK /* the node cannot allocate the new channel */

while node != origin

do

node = prev(node)

release_resources(node)

done

else /* the request arrived to the destination */

test = compute_final_test(request_message)

while node != origin

do

node = prev(node)

if test != OK /* the destination tests failed */

release_resources(node)

else

confirm_resources(node)

done

[]

� ���������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
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Fig. 1: The RCAP real-time channel establishment algorithm. request_message is initialized

with the performance parameters parameter_list requested by the client. If the local tests are

passed, the establishment request is passed to the next node on the path.

Our idea is to exploit the information produced by RCAP during the establishment

phase. When a client requests the establishment of a channel, in the case of a negative

answer, he can attain from the network not only a brief answer stating the rejection of the
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request, but a set of very detailed information on the local state of the network at that

moment. The information is expressed in terms of resources available in the node; in this

way the client can use this information to elaborate a new request with different charac-

teristics.

Since the parameters given by the client specify the characteristics of the traffic to

be sent on that channel and the quality of the service to be provided by the network, dur-

ing the establishment of the channel the client can act on both sets of parameters in order

to adapt them to the current network load. If he acts on the traffic set, he accepts to

modify the characteristics of the produced traffic, trading this adaptation with the guaran-

tee for a quality-of-service exactly conforming to the performance specifications. If the

client modifies the performance requirements, the characteristics of the traffic will be

maintained, but a certain level of degradation in the communication service is accepted.

It is up to the client to evaluate which solution is best suited to his application, or to fol-

low both approaches.

Let us consider the request for a deterministic channel. In this case in each node the

request must first satisfy equation (1). If the node is not able to accommodate the incom-

ing request, then a negative answer must be sent back to the client. However, if in this

answer are included data about what kind of test failed and the amount of the still avail-

able resources, the client can have a more precise hint about how to have his needs

satisfied. In the case of a fail in the deterministic test, the rejecting node could send back

to the client a precise figure about the processing power currently available. From equa-

tion (1), if there are n −1 channels already passing for that node, we have that the test is

passed if

1 −
j =1
Σ

n −1

xmin ,j

t j
� ��������� ≥

xmin ,n

tn
����������� (4)

The value of the left term in equation (4) could be included in the reject message

prepared by the node, so that the network client can modify the original request accord-

ingly. In this case, the client has to reduce the
xmin ,n

tn
����������� ratio he requested for the new

channel. To do so, he can increase the minimum interarrival time of his packets; for a

multimedia application such as video conferencing, we can obtain this effect for example

by reducing the number of video frames transmitted in a second. In this case the

modification will decrease the bandwidth assigned to the client, but it should ensure that

the request will be accepted by the network.
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In a similar way, if the channel establishment is rejected at the destination due to a

fail in test (3), in the rejection message should be included the value
n =1
Σ
N

dj ,n
l . This value

is the delay that the network can guarantee for that channel in the current situation, and

can be used by the client to modify the channel request accordingly.

However, the amount of information received by the client can be dramatically

increased if we change the channel establishment algorithm. A problem of the original

establishment procedure is that it is interrupted when a node without enough computa-

tional resources is encountered. Even with the modification proposed above, the client

can have a detailed information about the exact amount of resources available in that

node, but he still does not have data about the successive part of the channel path. This

means that a channel request modified accordingly to a negative answer of a node is not

assured to be accepted. In addition, the resources available in the nodes during the previ-

ous establishment attempts could have been allocated to other incoming requests, and

could not be further available.

To solve this problem we have designed a new establishment algorithm that reduces

the call-blocking probability for a new channel. In this algorithm the establishment mes-

sage proceeds through the network until the destination is reached, even though rejec-

tions have been received from some nodes along the path. In the case a node is not able

to accommodate the new channel, the reason for the rejection and the results of the local

tests are included in the establishment message. When the message reaches the destina-

tion, the final tests are always performed; if these tests and the ones executed previously

in the intermediate nodes give all positive answers, a "request accepted" message is

prepared. Otherwise the information about the rejecting nodes is collected and sent back

to the client inside a rejection message. A brief description of the proposed algorithm is

presented in Fig. 2.

To avoid the problem of competing again for resources that originally were avail-

able, the resources reserved during a rejected establishment message are not released

immediately, but are kept available to the same client for a limited amount of time. This

time has to be evaluated carefully, in order to avoid that these resources can be unavail-

able to other clients too long.
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node = origin

request_message[origin] = parameter_list

while (node != destination)

do

request_message[node] = compute_local_tests(request_message)

node = succ(node)

done

request_message[destination] = compute_final_test(request_message)

return_message=prepare_message(request_message)

while node != origin

do

node = prev(node)

if return_message != OK /* at least one test failed */

release_resources(node)

else

confirm_resources(node)

done

[]
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Fig. 2: The proposed RCAP establishment algorithm. request_message initially contains only

the performance parameters requested by the client. During the establishment phase it accepts the

results of the tests performed in the nodes. At the destination, the answer of the network is prepared.

If the channel request is rejected the answer is included in return_message together with the

data concerning the nodes where the request has been rejected.

4. A new class of real-time communication service

If we analyze the establishment phase of a real-time connection, we see that the

chances a new channel has to be established rely on the resources left by the channels

previously accepted. To increase the probability to have a channel accepted by the net-

work, we must increase the flexibility of our model, in order to allow the network to

adjust the distribution of its resources to both the characteristics of the existing traffic and

the requests of the new clients. This flexibility can be introduced by exploiting the

characteristics of real-time traffic. An idea emerging by the research community is that
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future high-speed networks will have two different classes of clients for real-time com-

munication services [ClSZ92]. Clients with firm quality-of-service requirements for their

connections, who will not accept any degradation, albeit predictable, of the service pro-

vided by the network, and clients whose applications have less restrictive requirements.

Let us consider now an application that needs to establish a deterministic real-time

channel c α . During the establishment phase of this channel, characterized by the

{xmin , α , xave , α , t α } set of parameters, and a maximum delay bound of Dmax , α , the

deterministic test on node j fails. This is due to the fact that M real time channels are

already passing through that node, and the resources available in it are saturated.

Our proposal constists in introducing in the Tenet protocol suite a new type of real-

time communication service. This type, that we called flexible, admits a certain flexibil-

ity in the quality-of-service the network commits to assure. This flexibility is expressed

by the client by specifying ranges of acceptable performance guarantees instead of single

values for the parameters in the establishment request. For example, a delay requirement

can be given as a range of acceptable delay bounds. If the client accepts that its traffic

characteristics can vary in a given range from the desired value, the network can use this

range to let the new channel fit in the available resources. A new establishment algorithm

has been designed that allows the network to exploit the flexibility of this new class of

clients.

Coming back to the previous example, flexibility could be used to allow the satis-

faction of the deterministic test, and should interest the packet processing time t α ,

and/or the minimum packet interarrival time xmin , α of the new channel c α . From equa-

tion (4), the network can attain the new value for the
xmin , α

t α
� ����������� ratio to be adopted by the

new channel. The new values for t α and xmin , α are computed and, if they are comprised

in the ranges specified by the client, they are included in the request message to substitute

the original ones, otherwise a rejection message is sent back to the source. Of course the

ranges originally expressed by the client are also modified, to reflect the modification

already made. If along the path the deterministic test fails in another node, the procedure

is repeated. If the destination is successfully reached, a message is sent back to the chan-

nel source, containing the final values of the parameters. These values are used by the

nodes along the channel path to modify accordingly the resources reserved for that chan-

nel, and by the source to adapt its traffic. Of course the same procedure can be applied

for the delay requirement, and in general to all the parameters specified by the clients.

A similar idea of allowing flexible requirements has been proposed earlier [Topo90,

ClSZ92]. However, the major difference is that in our approach the network is still
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committed to guarantee a reliable and predictable service strictly within the performance

ranges specified by the client. Indeed we believe that the success of quality-of-service

communication networks will be strictly connected to the firmness of the network com-

mitment to respect the client requirement.

5. Conclusions

In a performance-guaranteed network a client-network interaction is desirable from

both the client and the network point of view. A client must specify the characteristics of

his traffic and the performance he requires for the communication in order to have a com-

mitment from the network. In this way the network can evaluate the amount of resources

required to accommodate the new channel. However, if this scheme is kept rigid, the pos-

sibilities for a client to interact effectively with the network and to take advantage from

the knowledge of its current state are minimal and so are the chances to fully exploit the

network resources.

Different solutions have been proposed for the definition of an interface between the

clients and a real-time network [PaTu90, AnHS90, BaMa91]. Problems related to the

negotiation of the communication service between the network and the clients have been

only partially addressed [PaPi91].

In this paper we have shown an improved mechanism for the establishment of real-

time communication channels in the Tenet real-time protocol suite. The solution we pro-

posed is based on three ideas. The first idea is to increase the amount of data that a client

obtain from the network when the request for a communication is rejected. The second is

an improved procedure for channel establishment. The last is the introduction of a more

flexible class of real-time communication service. We believe that the introduction of

these mechanisms will reduce the probability of "call blocking" failure and the time

required for the establishment of a channel, and will allow a better utilization of the net-

work resources. We plan to use simulation to verify these effects.

Several issues are still open. It is our opinion that channel adaptivity should be

exploited not only during the establishment phase, but also during the channel opera-

tivity. This feature is crucial to allow the network to increase its capabilities to face

congestion situations and will permit the introduction of load-balancing procedures in the

network management.
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